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Data-Vision Announces Interface with FIPCO

MISHAWAKA, IND. – April 13, 2012 – Data-Vision, Inc., a leading pioneer in Internet lending
technologies that enable mortgage lenders to quickly and affordably implement innovative web portal
and e-lending capabilities, announced today that they have entered into a DU3.2 interface agreement
with Financial Institution Products Corporation (FIPCO®.) A wholly owned subsidiary of the Wisconsin
Bankers Association, FIPCO is widely regarded as a leader in financial services form sets, loan and
deposit software and document imaging.
Data-Vision President, Randy Schmidt, stated, “We are honored to be working with FIPCO.
We welcome the opportunity to bring our industry leading online lending tools to FIPCO's client
base".

As the mortgage market evolves and borrowers demand more online lending tools from their
lender, Data-Vision has a proven track record of delivering innovative products and services to
the hundreds of financial institutions that it serves. They understand that being able to deliver a
consistent borrower experience across all lending channels through a dynamic single online
lending platform improves customer satisfaction in the most cost effective manner.

FIPCO President, Pamela Kelly, stated, "We are pleased to offer the DU3.2 interface to Data Vision
customers. This interface will seamlessly integrate data from Data Vision into Financial Link®
software, providing users with direct and timely access to accurate information, while virtually
eliminating the potential for costly errors that can often result from duplicate data entry.”

###
About Data-Vision
Data-Vision, Inc., founded in 1993 and based in Mishawaka, Ind., offers The Path To e-Lending through a
comprehensive suite of on-line services that are efficient, secure and easy-to-use. Data-Vision enables mortgage
lenders to quickly and affordably bring e-lending solutions to market, complete with leading-edge capabilities
including on-line originations, instant decisioning, electronic document delivery and more.
Data-Vision’s solutions provide the ultimate in flexibility, maximized ROI and advanced on-line functionality. Our
on-line services can be customized to meet each lender’s unique requirements, specific lending channels and
brand image. For more information about Data-Vision visit www.d-vision.com, or contact the company’s sales
department at 888.925.8625.
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®
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Financial Institution Products Corporation (FIPCO ), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Wisconsin Bankers Association, is
widely regarded as a leader in financial services form sets, loan and deposit software and document imaging. Since
1987, FIPCO has served financial institutions in the Midwest and nationwide, assuring clients of up-to-date industry
compliance and backing each innovative product with impeccable customer support. Learn more at www.FIPCO.com.

